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Comments c.n the 9. 13,3ition.

Fourth edition has been critical_ read ty a

number of professionals in the area of specl

teaching, who has put many comments of high

professional value. These are all included

in the fifth edition, why this reflects a

broad team-work of pedarogs of special teaclLz.

Some informations still need a finish rand a

level of comparison, which will make the

material completely relacle in all details.

By this edition there, however, is no longer

doubt about the applicability of the main

model and especially the conclusive meanirg

of the levels of demand to whether a possibl9

fusion and an alterat_on as out-lined will

be an improvement for the teaching of the

children. Caused time one therefore would not

delay the appearence of the 5. edition by

making a list of institutions amt (county)

by amt. A total survey of all the students

of the special teaching informing about age

and pedagogical relevants is missing. The

numbers throughout the text therefore can not

be compared or added up as they refer to

different statements made at different times.

They are included to give a feeling of the

main lines, which now surely can be concluded

there that there will be children enough an.I

fairly spread in all the amts to carry thro:gi.

all parts of the model suggested and to profi'.

more in terms of teaching.
Prwco,;,, Cl1r,4,,,,,4 1.,2,11'.
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1.00 Purpose:

The intension of this text is

- to try a new evaluation of the handicapped child's

situation and needs of teaching,

- to create a concrete realization of the latest

researches in this field of this evaluation and

based on it,

- to make a list of the demands having to be met

so that each student under an altered kind of

administration can get a still more relevant

service before, during and after the school than is

the case today.

1.01 Comments on the purpose:

There in the following is not considerated possible

political ways of presenting the problems as well

as one to the largest extent has tried to free onese:

from the more traditional way of thinking, which

through a knowledge from the beginning of this

century has led to the kind of special teaching

organisation, we today have in Denmark. One, therefor..

has tried to get knowledge and views from the other

Nordic contries and consulted resources in USA, USER

and France.

Further one has tried to profit by the gained

experiences of the present organisation and what

seem to restrain the further development, of the



of the special teaching area so that the admini:.:tniv

functions not related are separated.

Two conditions seem to play parts. First it imp-jcit

in much argumentation is formulated that a teaching

area, which needs a central running (because of size

etc) , necessarily must belong to the Social Deprtmen.

Second that it today "seems naturally" that f.i. the

Public School or the teaching area of the Social

Department also is equal to the objective pedagogical

proper solution.

One in the following has left both of these "premjseeH

out of account.

1.o2 The background of the work in a subgroup of t

Commission of Socin] Reforms concern n" the que:;ti.on

about deljmitation between the special teachir5- cf

the schools of the Special Care and the Public School.

In the bill to the Folketing (Danish Parlament) about

a reform of the basic school educations, which the

Goverment made in the seesion 1968/69 the fifth item

was declared as:

" The teaching of handicapped students must be in

search of a development so that the children can be

teached in a normal school enviroment, if the parents

can manage the care at home and that stay in an

institution is not a necessary part of the treatment."

From the comments on the bill it i.e. appears that

the Commitee Concerning Handicapped Youngsters
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Participation in Further Teaching, in and after the

Public School, which supmitted a report in July 1(':,9,

has meant to be able to make it as an obvious goal

for the continxus development of t: 'e special teaching

that only the children, who's handicap need a s:Tecial

treatment regarding medicin and care,or who's parent::,

do not want to or are unequal to undertake the care

in the home, are send to residence and teaching at

the special schools. The delimitation to he Special

Care shall not continuously be made on abstract

criteria, but on an evaluation of the possitilities

of the specific case. This evaluation are made by

agencies of the Public School and the Special Care

together and are continuously revised.

It further says in the comments that the Commitee

in relation to the introduction of a number of bills

in accordance with the stated views has declared that

it could not come to a decision about the teaching

and the education of the specific groups of handica

before further investigations and discussions were

made by the concerned boards and organisations.

Extracts of the comments are enclosed in the Danish

supplement 5.

The Commitee of Teaching and Education settled by

the Folketing (DP) has in the report on the bill

stated that the Commitee assumes the total complex

of problems about the schools of the Special Care

contra the special teaching of the Public School,
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especially the schools for the blinds and the '.eafs,

will be object of closer discussions betwePn the

Minister of Social Affairs and the Minister of

Education.

The passing of the resolution of the Folketing (DP)

plus a flash of the progressive debate among profes-

sionals made the Mini:-ter of Social Affairs suggest

the Minister of Education in December 1969 that the

question about maintenance of the special schools of

the Special Care at national level first was taken

up by the Commission of Social Reforms. The Minister

of Social Affairs by this refered to that the

Commission of Social Reforms in its. first report

points out that the Commission itself soon has to

consider how the Special Care (among these the Care

of the Mentally Retarded) can be integrated in or

adapted to the reform of the structure of the social

safety system suggested in the report.

The Minister of Social Affairs further in the

application to the Minister of Education underlined

that the Ministery of Social Affairs looks at the

question about the future teaching and treatment of

the handicapped children as a very wide problem,

which will be difficult to come to a decision about

only by discussions between the two ministeries and

the involved boards.

The problem of giving the handicapped children the

assistance of material and imaterial character, which



is a precondition of ma:e.ing possible for them to

the largest extent to manage by themselves in the

society, is from the point of view of the Minister

of Social Affairs so wide that the needs, which have

to be met to reach the goal, hardly can be done by

one of the present divisions of structures. The

needs range from support through the health care to

the educational areas. It, therefore, will require

comprehensive researches and evaluations befoze it

is possible to settle the future structure in these

areas.

'

The Minister of Education thought that the task of

the Commission of Social Reforms primary should be

limited to considerations about the administrative

and organisational preconditions and consequences of

the integration of the children in the normal

enviroment of school and home in view. The principal

starting-point is the fifth article in the bill of

the Folketing (DP) and the comments on this, there -

as the Minister of Education has underlined - only

tries to settle and delimite the principle of the

teaching placement of the children " in a normal

school enviroment in stead of a special school

(boarding school)".

The Minister of Education, however, declared that

the Commission was requested to deepen the question

about what consequences of pedagogical and psychologi

sorts the outlined development may have for the

remaining students in the schools for the blinds and
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the dears. The Minister of Education finds that you

in forehand can not neglect that a solution of these

specific problems may demand a new attitude towards i.,

principal background.

Finally the Minister of Education mentions that it

shall be stated exactly that the considerations of

the Commission must not stop current negosiations

about a solutions of actual concrete developmental

problems.

At the meeting of the Commission of Social Reforms

on February 12th 197o the chairman mentioned that

there was unsolved questions about structure within

the Special Care - i.e. the future placement of the

schools for special teaching - which should be

discussed in the Comlission. The chairman in relation

to this explained the corrospondence between the two

ministers and got agreement to settle a subgroup,

which in co-operation with the Ministery of Education

should discuss details of the school placement of

the handicapped children.

In a writed statement from June 1970 the members of

the Commission were informed about the settlement

and the members of the subgroup.

1.03 List of the members of the sul,Proun.

N,E. Bank-Mikkelsen, Director

E. Bast, Chief of Section

K. Fogh Hansen, Psychologist

Ole Hoeg, Chief of Section(planning`
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I. Skov Jorgensen, Inspector of alucation

Henrik Kappel, Principal

H.C. Seierup, Director, Chairman

Ohrstrom, Inspector of Education

Secretariat:

Henning Sle,ved, Inspector of Educatic.

K. Beukel, Principal
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2.00 Delimitations.

Research progresses in the area of special teaching

always because of lacking accept and financial

ioort have been reached by using such physical

and psychological efforts that it among proffessiore:

in this branch of teaching has been difficult to

get accept of regulation or affection of alrea.iy

reached results and established organisation.

When you so in Denmark have an outer organisation

of special teaching, which is based on the research

results,which from the beginning of the century to

the middle of the 195oes very well supported the

thought that you had to separate handicapped children

from "normal" children and to differenciate the

groups of handicapped in not-learning orientated

sections, this might be a result of the mentioned

lack of accept and support of development of

knowledge. To this there presumably is a number of

common difficulties by transforming the gained

pedagogical/psychological knowledge into concrete

learning situations (i.e. the things happen in f.i.

a classroom).

The researches, which in the late 5o'es and during

the 6o'es emphasized the learning difficulties of

the students in stead of putting any importance to

wheter they belong to one or another handicap group,

when evaluating the handicapped of sense, moving and
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communication in relation to the mentally handicape2

from a pedagogical point of view, therefore, 1,ecome

especially important,

Now you with a great deal of the children (-no matter

which ministery they be]ong to) needing special

teaching see that two or more handicaps are present

within the same child so that categorizing may seem

just meanless in this respect.

But as pedagogical unuseful the old categorizing by

handicap is today as unprofitable and wrong it from

a pedagogical point of view is to make a new caterorS:

"The multihandicapped child" about which some already

has been written. This term in this wide form is

unprofitable because it does not state anything

concrete about the learning difficulties of the child,

which may be used as starting-point for a learning

situation as well as it is wrong just for numerical

and definational reasons because you today can not

be handicapped without being it in relation to a

purpose of the special teaching. This purpose we

here let be equal to that of the ordinary school:

To increase the abilities of the student, to provide

him useful knowledge and support his character. This

in shorter terms may be put in this way: To teach the

student "to think critically and to act independently"

When it here is taken out, it is because the effect

of the handicap so always shall be measured in relati

to the (decreased) possibilities of the child to

interact with other people and that you in discussion



often have separated the discus rion of inte!rratin

from this social part of the teaching purpose. This

is important in relation to children without

difficulties mentioning, but it is evident in re]atiof

to the teaching of children with severe learning

difficul ties.

Bofcre you start a more concrete discussion about

how the teaching of the handicapped is related to a

social purpose, you for the completeness have to

make up your Mind about a subject more arising from

the problematic deriving from the new research

results in the area of special teaching. It is about

"the effect of the special teachinr" and the from

this coming discussion about "what is special about

the special teaching". There f.i. is quite a bit

researches avaible showing that the special teaching

have no or only little effect.

In relation to the basic view that it primary is the

social consequense4 which decreases the possibilitic,

of the handicapped child in relation to other people,

there is no controversiel in finding no or little

effect of the special teaching as the teaching does

not have ( or should not have!) a pure scholastic

aim. It so neither is an alarming information that

did not find any special learning pedagogical views

in the special teaching. It in the following turns

x) inclusive emotional and communicational
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out desirable and logic necessary fro. a pedacocical

point of view to look at all teaching from the

university level to the school for the most severe

learning damaged children from one learning /method

angle (not necessarily the same subject-area). From

this directly follows that there is no specific

learning pedagogy for moving handicapped or one

for the blinds and still less one for the mentally

handicapped at all levels.

From this point of view you have to consentrate at

the subject-areas and the 1,ethods to find, what

characterizes the special teaching. It here f.i.

is a central view that a_L people have to .1.earn the

social norms of their enviroment. This point of

view as mentioned has some consequences for the

teaching of learning retarded children, but these

consequences of course do not change because the

student has supplemental handicaps. From this also

follows that no matter which supplemental handicap

the child may have, he necessarily always has to

learn about the subject-areas, which cerrosponds to

the basic subject-areas of the Public School. It

further follows that the learning has to aim at

providing the student with an useful communication

system plus eventually aim at remedy other handicaps.

Accordingly there only is two areas of pedagogic/

teaching technical interest left, namely which

methods will provide the student to learn the
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above mentioned subject-areas partly rer:ardinc. his

intact learning ways partly retarding the learning

ways unuseful or injured for physical reasons. From

this point of view f.i. the learning problem or a

weak-sighted/blind child is of receptive sort, and

"the social necessary subject-areas" at TERINAL(GOLL

level-are the same as for children at the same age.

The sight handicap first come into consideration at

METHODICAL level, i.e. included in the indication

of which ways lead to the goal. The SYNTESE (of goal

and method) takes place in the teaching performance,

where the student learns the to his age corrospondinc,

social necessary subject-areas andfirst sencondary

is teached to use an eventually rest of sight.

The reason for this is that it is more. damaging for

the interaction of an individual with others that

he is socially incapabel,than he has decreased

mobility. This involve a complete consideration of

which part of his total handicap is the most damaging

in relation to his social learning in each case.

It therefore in this area is very dangerous (- and

from the first reasons inexpedient) to make a general

"hieraki" among the handicap groups. The only

experiences you with great sureness re-experience

in the pedagogic work in the western culture are

that the lower intelligence often is more social

damaging than moving retarded and the common sense

handicaps. (There is opposit experiences in cultures
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where observable handicaps are more social damaging

than intelligence retardation.)(Cee litt. no. 45.)

This of course involve; that we in our part of the

world through visitation, building institutions/

schools, planning the continuous education of the

teachers etc. have to consider this. (Necessary

changes of the community norms shall not be made

with the handicapped people as hostages.)

The only thing left is that the teacher in the

planning of the teaching situation shall make that

the student can his starting-point so that the

student learns the normal social teaching contents.

The student equally to other students shall not

prove his lacking capacity in specific learning

areas in beforehand, but has the right to in all

situations to use his strong sides to his own

profit.

Conclusion:

1. There is no pedagogical objective reason for the

current division in handicap categories.

2. The central still is that all children more are

children with common needs and demands to the

surroundings,than they are something exceptional.

3. That is why "school" also to the students of

the special teaching is the method, which the

community uses to teach them to "think critically

and act independently".
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4. All students shall Le offered handicap remedy teachi-,

but this never must be of such dimensions that it re

strain the student in becoming a social individual,

and it therefore primary shall aim at improving a

lack (or evade the lack) in the communication system.
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2.ol Prol-lc:nathic of inte:-ration:

Everywhere in the society you talk about integration.

Not least when the talk is about handicapped peope

the integration has become a fashion word. We in

the following will try to express some om the

problems of integration, which has directly influence

at the teaching of the students tr,,iditional needing

special teaching. The problem is looked at from a

pedagogical/ administrative point of view, while the

social political aspects are not treated. By integra-

tion you from a pedagogical / administrative point of

view mean fusions to bigger or different made wholes.

By sdgration you mean a division into smaller units.

As well in relation to the total number of student

of the special teaching (both the area of the

Ministery of. Education and the area of the Ministery

of Social Affairs) as in relation to other groups

in the community it may be of importance that :You

look at the problems of integration as parts of a

development.

One part of such a development f.i. is that you now

much more accepting let children with deviations

move/functionate in normal enviroments even that they

frequent special schools/institutions. An externali-

sation of students in the area of the Yinistey of

Social Affairs to a great number of small schools

and kindergardens has taken place.
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In this development is an attempt to interratc the

handicapped student in a "normal" enviroment, but

in such a way that the student keeps his identity

in the closer contact with other people. This

keeping of indentity f.i. is that the handicap'ed

student is secured a small basic group (6-8 pe,.sons).

Only in spit cf this last the often repeated sentence

about "providing the clients a living as close the

normal as possible" has any meaning.

It would be contrary to the mentioned about the

enviromental integration and the destruction of the

sense handicaps as basis' of division for pedagogical

relevant made groups, if the very stiff division of

schools and specialclasses in the area of respectivel:.

the Ministery of Education and the Ministery of

SociLl Affairs from the old - now left - IQ levels

was kept as the only criteria for admission to the

schools/classes.

It is a developmental necessarity in all planning

that you first differenciate and then wide your

knowledge in such a way that you are able to

specialize to specific areas. Then it is possible

without the specific areas loose identity to build

bridges of co-operation (integrate) betwen the

specific areas.In the special teaching you still are

in the differenciation face, but it already now is

clear that you are able to direct the development

into the specialisation rase (i.e. f.i. an
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organisatoric fusion) co that the group of schools

already excisting in both areas on the ao:mmption

that the teachers get a systematic-continuous

education may be used as special schools with each

their learnillg special. In this search for new

criterias specific brain damages, physical handicaps

etc. plus a direct pedagogical diagnose about an

explanation of learning difficulties become important

For the pedagogical diagnose there today already

are a great number of tests and describtion formular:,

containing a lot of empiric data, which make them

useful in the schools to a large extent, avaible.

(Ref. suppl. 9)

The problem of these results of the test describtions

is to transform them into practical directions for

subject-area, method and material, which will make

the teacher teaching each student relevant subjects

here and now.

In the respect of not participating in the creation

of a new "religion" it, however, is important to

notice that you by leaving a "medical" bais in the

favour of learning criterias of course in a sense

establish a new categorizing. This last in wil4f of

our current knowledge should have the advantage

that it is in accordance with the purpose of the

teaching. But it as less'as anything else is the

"eternal truth" and has to be evaluated in relation

to new knowledge constantly.

This development towards a more student accepting
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special teaching of course demands f.i. that parents

representing children of different caterories of

handicap in the area of retardation accept eachot1-er

to such an extent that they will alloud their

children to go to school together without considerat-

ing the looks and the behaviour of the children.

This must be a question of maturation of some problen

(development of attitudes), but the question about

integration is just this.

In New York you have made a still not published

investigation of children in several hundreds

special classes in normal schools. It here was

proven that the children in these special classes

got an inferior service in relation to the children

in pure special schools from a pedagogical point of

view, that they in all essentials were foreign Lodiei:

in the school life, that the teachers felt lonely as

regards professional knowledge information and

inspiration. This often also combined with bad

adapted possibilities of materials and rooms.

That to be transformed to the Danish situation is

that complete integration (f.i. admission of all

the children today teached under the Ministery of

Social Affairs to the normal school) at least

demands a high level of readiness in the normal

school to the teaching demands of these students,

i.e. education of and attitudes of the teachers,

lower class quotients, better and different designed
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rooms and often more variated material possibi)ii,ie.;

etc.. Wheter you, when these and other demands are

met, may recommend total integration further de; end

on a more exactly knowledge about the psychological

mechanisms within f.i. retarded students, which play:2

parts in connection with the socializing process.

(- Arid naturally the psychological mechanisms within

the not-handicapped, which plays parts in the

confrontation/co-of.eration with the handicapped.)

It is true that socialization not is a teaching

situation between teacher and student, but a learning

process taking place by absorbing and subject chocsix,

i
a .

n benefitable enviroment. To get a "ticket" to the

enviroment it, however, is necessary to manage some

social skills, and these are learned in a teaching

situation. When it then from different sides have

been underlined (f.i. in Sweden) that f.i. the

children of a training school more easy could be

integrated in normal enviroments than the mildly

mentally retarded children, you by this observation

may have overlooked the demand of keeping the identjt

of the mentally retarded student intact in the

interaction between the handicapped and the not-

handicapped student.

Conclusion:

The conclusion of the knowledge today avaible about

integration of as well mildly as severe damaged

students of all the traditional handicap groups,
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therefore, may be divided in four;

Firstly is the readiness of the recieving istitutiol

an important factor, but the paradoxical, however, is

that this readiness does not arise by itself, tut

first when concrete tasks turn up and have to be

solved. The gradual integration already started,

therefore, has to be supported if you want to incrcrc

the development. This in spite of that some 1u

students necessarily have to break the ground

for the following.

Secondly it seems as all delimitations referjng to

kind and level of handicap have a massive tenclency

to provide no or little service to the students

"placed" around the limits.(The cooperation projects

between the areas already started directly have to

restrain this condition fn view. Sea part 3.03.)

It, therefore, seems expedient that you make eventual::

eceraft
new delimitations in such a way that they the fewest

students in learning. One, therefore, in the follogln:

will sugge :t that you do not make delimitations in

the student group, but thRt you make the delimitatja-.

in connection with a number of levels of demands,

which has to be met before the amtskormune(county)

can overtake the obligation of special teaching,

which they not already are responsible for.

Thirdly you today know that the learning in view

only has effect in social secure situations. We

further know that these social secure situations

are closely related to the circumstance that there
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in the surrounding group of people (friends and Ftaff,

is somebody with nearly the same intellectual

ability and chronological age as well as the emoticrra

contact must be ok.

Fourthly we today know that special teaching

situations have a tendency to reinforce themselies

so that ithey last longer than the period, where the

child should have this offer. You, therefore, not

least at the administrative levels should build in

mechanisms, which netralizes such "self-reinforcing

mechanisms" in the organisation of the special

teaching.



3.00 Present Specil

In this chapter we will try to give a compressed

survey of the special teaching service to-lv offerer:

children from 0 to the age, where tbey leave thr'

school (see 4.o3). The adult area so are not included

(equal to the rest of the text) as well as no offers

of teaching (pedagogical) character are included.

The defination of when a child got the right to

special teaching in all respects depends on wheter

this student "will benefit enough from the normal.

teaching". It, therefore always is the quality of

the normal teaching in a specific district, which

determines the kind and the extent of the need for

special teaching. This is important in the light of

what earlier have been stated about special pedaf'ogy

as a particular pedagoiry. (see 2.00).

When you compare the unevendevelotment of the

teaching of the Public School, it is natural that

different kinds of special teaching have arised.

To this is that the parishes or municapals with

different enthusiaf,m and on basis of different

ideologyhave net the real existing needs for special

teaching. It, therefore, can riot surpricr, that the

special teaching offers as described in the folloy1ng

seem to be very unevenly from part to part of the

country.

From these points of view you may fr, xlate the

problem of the special teaching as bein,- directly

caused by the speed of which the normal school
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system adapts to new working methods and nuality

standards in the components of the teaching situ%tion.

(Teaching materials, teacher/student frequency,

physical conditions etc.). It of course is true

that the attitudes (level of accept) to people

with handicap are or vital importance, but the

attitudes only are inspired in connection with

knowled;e and action (and riot only as a verbalizing

of possible intensions) . Knowledge and action Primary

arise in enviroments, where students with ha..-Idicp

are "&vailable". The present dispersation of the

special teaching offers, therefore, reflects that

you have to meet the paradox: the wtudents themselv,s

have to take part in the acceptation process of the

handicapped human beings. In the future a possible

reformation of the ori:anizations must see to that

the students do not be:ome hostages in a process,

where ot'ler people must try to chance attitudes.

In the total area the special teaching mainly is

organized in following modells:

a) Sunuortin, te:ohlns: (i.e. that the student

weekly leaves the class, he naturally be on

to, for a few hours teachinn-, which to the

greatest extent is done by special educq.Le(1.

teachers).

b) L;necial teachin.-: (i.e. a special

class in a normal school, :};ere the studc:Us

are Leached full-time :ill !he wee'K.



teachers often lessons both in The

ordinary classes and in the special

classes).

c) Special class si]eeestve teachinc: (i.e.

an expansion of b) in such a way that the

student may pass the school in one specific

kind of special teaching, f.i. classes for

students with cerebral parese).

d) Handiwin Centers: (i.e. special teaching

of students from a county in one place

with vice-headasLer as leader). T1J centers

do not necessarily have to cover a].] special

teaching of the county but most often are

combined with one or r.ore of the other

methods.

e) Special School teachino: (i.e. a school

with its own leader and teachers covers the,

needs for one special teaching catecory of

an area. The area; chanje in size Going

from all the county to a local school

district (small to The special school

depending on the size of the surrounding

area may be rim os a boardini-; school, normal

day-school with tus arrangements, -lay-

school with school home.

Normally the special school teachinr

for the total :,chool eY.piration, f.i.

as in c.bservatHn scheG1:- may Le shorter.
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(i.e. teaching in a hospital or another

institution, where the child primary stays

because of medical reasons. The teachers

a most oftell have a status equal to that of

the nurses and other assistance disciples) .

(In part 3.o1.6 further arrangement are

mentioned).

It is important to the further statellent that you

accept these models as methods, which the society

in specific situations has used to solve specific

problems. From these points of view no of the

methods are better than otherr,but it to a specific

child's need hardly is more than one of them, which

is suitable to solve the problems of this child

just now. Later in the life of the child, his needs

often change, and you therefore also have to change

the method by which you meet his new needs.

Earlier there was a tendency in the area of

the Ministry of Social Affairs to use the method

called special schools, whilc you in the area of

the Y.inistry or 7dcation with a few exception::.

have used supporting teaching and special class

teaching. This onesidene:'11 in methocls; now is loft

in both area C.L. also the wry that you by

maintaining the observation schools meet the nec:ds,

which earlier jus was onvered by the Fehoo7 homes

of the Child 'Ind Adolent
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Conc21,2ion:

1) The needs for special teachinf, mainly are'

determined by three factors:

a) The specific learning difficulties c) the

student.

b) The re; sources of the normal school system

to meet these.

c) The attitude of the surroundincs (school

and home) towards solving the problems of

the handicapped individuals.

d) The in concrete: coined attitude of the

grantiiv: authorities (minorities f:nd their

"lawyers" are more distant from the deciding

organs than f.i. the parents of the l'ublic

School ("unions")).

2) The six main organization mo0.els, which with

increasing flexibility in both areas is used

adeguat to the actual need for teaching of

the student.

3) The disposition of ressources throughout the

country to meet the need for special teachinr

(no matter the chan7ing quftlity of the normal

teaching) is very uneven.
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3.01 2aecial te-:chinf- 11111.,.r :inistry or

Tne special teaching under the ::inistry of Education

is organized as a primary municipal matter, where

the local school psycho1ogic office sovereic:nly

visitates the student to the speci-1 teaching

fabilities av,:.iI1]e in the area. If the child already

go to schooloit most often will 1( on request from

the teacher plus school psychologic examination

that the visitation takes place. The parents both

before and after school may ask for such an e7amina-

tion carried into effect as well as they allways

have to accept before examination of the child

carried into effect.

To co-ordinatc the tasks at amtaplan (county level)

an anitsskolekonsulent (county school adviser) for

the special teaching or/and an amtsskolepsykoloc,

(country school psychologist) are employed. The

co-operation between county school adviser and the

psychologist on one side and the school psychologist

in charge for the school psybholorical office on the

other takes place as agreements 'etween the parties,

involved.

In the Ministry of Education the Department for

Special Education is the co-ordinations office

with an insector of Education in char heTpec:

by 'a member of Teaching Advisers from each of the
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present handicap groups.

The compe-,,ance of the Inspector of Education is

determined by the Yliniter of Education through

an instruct, which is seen in suppl. 3.

The special teaching in the Public :school (incl.

the hospital teaching) today covers about Eo.000

students and was in the school year 1q69/7o (lisperse'l

in following groups:

Deficient intelligence 17 .264

Language retarded 34.684

Speech retarded 7.705

Hearing handicapped 1.'172

Sight handicapped 150

Crippled (in special classes) 187

Hospital teaching 4.500

3.01.1 The Teaching Centers for Severely Nandict:pne'l

Students.

As you see at fig. 1 the present fourteen centers

for special teaching in the counties cover the six

most common handicaps, where ten centers provide

service to motoric handicapped children (often

children with cerebral parese) and speech/lanlagc

handicapped children. Nine centers are sole to help

hearing handicapped students, while only five centers

provide service to sight handicapped stwients.
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Only one center provides service to children with

severe reading handicap, and one center provides

service to students with specific learning difficulties.

(Three more centers are being build).

The centers are expressive of that you in the Public

School try to keep more and more students earlier

placed in "the Care" in a regular teaching service

so near (40 5o km) the home of the students that

they can stay home if the home wants them to. Further

there is a natural wish to soak. to cooperate the

ordinary teaching with the special teaching of the

center at the school, where this teaching is placed.

The level of the handicap they think they can treat

in the fourteen special centers increases equally

to the education of teachers, physical possibilities

etc.,There is no logic limitation of the level or

the supplemental complicating handicap.

This is also the case in regard to the mobility of

the students as they in all centers seem to be prepace;

to take students with very reduced mobility.

So far the necessary resources can be vocured,

the centers seem to be very flexibel to expand their

task by taking a greater number of students with

handicaps at all levels and compositions
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Survey of the :service Arel:is of the Present lanclicr)

Centers.

(Re litt. No. 1)

Place

Handicap groups

hearing-17:7-77,1117.
hand i- hand i- language
capped capped handi-

capned

otoric
handi-
capped

Reading
handi-
capped

Scecial
learning
handi-
capped

Ballerup-MAlov

Esbjerg

Maribo

Herning

Nykebing Mors

Odense

Ringsted

Vejie

AbenrA

Alborg

Arhus

nrnby

Hillerod

x

A

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

A

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X
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3.01.2 Hospital Teaehini,:.

Re. to Circular of February 4th 1265 the municapals

are bound to establish' teaching of the children,

there caused some handicap are hospitalized in a

hospital or another treatment institution. The

teaching of soak and disabled children so covers

a very wide spectrum of teaching tasks as well in

time as in sort. :'one of this teaching is not

handicaps remeding in the respect mentioned earlier

in this book. This teaching more serves to maintain

the skills of the student and to develop these

equally to those of the students at the same class

level.

It is important to notice that the seakness of the

children or an evaluation of their eventuany later

possibilities in no ways restrict the right of the

student to be teached or the extent of the teaching.

As the handicap center: so express the erfort of

the Public School to keep a group of the students

earlier visitated to the areas of special care,

the hospital teaching etc. is an attempt to make a

teaching safety net so that no children are deprived

teaching whatever their difficulties might be.

This kind of teaching still is in the developint_; rare

regarding outer facilities, employment of staff and

using "expensive" materials. :'either you have foun:i

any solution to the leader problem in the hospital

wards. As in all other kin11; of teaohinp; you in



this branch have to find qaalified pedagcwical

leaders both for the sake of the pedagogical develop-

ment of methods and knowledge of the specific ward

as for the sake of co-operation with the other

treatment groups dealing with the children.

3.01.3 Helpinr Schools.

The teaching of the students with deficient in

intelligence in the Public School in a number of

municapals takes place in helping schools. (He:ping

school means a school with own heaamaster, which

only is frequented by stuents with deficient in

intelligence). Today there are 12 of these. Number

of rtudents and number of teachers are not cleared

up.

The average class quotient is about 8 and the teaching

most often is extended with supervicor arrangements

as mentioned in 4.o4. The largest number of children

still go to the ordinary first classes and are first

during the first school year proposed to transfer.

Some schools over the the ordinary classes for studenta

with deficient intelligence offer teaching to other

handicap groups (f.i. claases with studmts with

cerebral parese). In report No. 277 about the special

teaching of the Public School (contrary to most oth,.r

special teaching areas) is tried to formulate terms

of the content of the teaching equal to the "Teachln

Guide for the rublic School" I + II the blue r: port ")
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During the decennium 1%o-1(37o you in the teacinr

offered students at helping schools have been able

to expand the service to also to cover student with

severe intelligence handicap, which before has not

been possible. This has result in a parallel

displacement of the clients going to the school for

mildly mentally retarded under the National Service

for Mentally Retarded. The movement in the clientele

of course is not an isolated phenomen, but a generel

expression of more and more students are able to

remain in ordinary classes or in special classes at

their district school. As mentioned in the tvo

previous parts this f.i. can be seen in the fact that

more and more students earlier teachcd under the

Ministry of Social Affairs now are teachcd within

the special teaching of the Public School.

3.01.4 Special Classes (sirlportjnr teacIling).

This kind of teaching covers the service for readinp_:

retarded students (most), social/emotional disturbed

students (transfer class) etc.. This service is the

kind of special teaching, which is closo:-A to

total integration of the students witn difficulties

in the ordinary school classes. Cuppoxtinr; tcochinj,

offered zone students, who can not profit by the

teaching a special teaching class, may turn out as

real individual teac:ing (4 - 6 le.7sonn weekly ith
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students with f.i. severe readin,7 Difficulties), but

the school authorities of the municapals also got

the possibility to grant this teaching to other student,

who for a short time can not be tc'ehed together with

others. (Recom-nemlation f,.cm the boalmnster sr.hool

psychological office).

Finally the oboevation cl ^sees am n como4,n-)tion of

disciplinary and pedap.op7ic arrnngementq tovards

students, who mipht have such an unsuccessrUll

relation to friends ana teaener tnqt a "mild replace

ment" is necessary. The students keep their place

apes/ in the primary class.

Supporting and special clnss teaching so are, where

they are expanded, a couple of variating posihilities,

which may be offered the specific students in relation

to his needs. Hereby you can profit by being able to

level your arrangements towards a more vide sfectrum

of possibilities apprnit to previoPaarliNiPerl?ocu

often had to let the difficulties crow so big that

the damages were hard to meet, or you had to find

a solution outside ittammmtmotikthe Public School.

3.01.5 Cbserva'Aon Schools.

There is no statements about how -Ian:, children

frequentinr, the 17 observ:Ition schools (many of these

are previous :observation camps) in use per January

1972.



These schools are a part of the observation teaching,

which a great number of municapals are interested in.

Further is:

Observation Classes

Observation dlinics

Observation Groups,

and it is figured that about 8o normal schools

throughout the country offers some kind of observation

teaching.

The students you try to help throuith these offers have

been mentioned as "social- and emotiona] handicapped",

which in a very flexibel way covers the group of

students, who': behaviour in one way the other restrai.

them in profiting by the teaching offered in the

primary class. There for a time has been a discussion

about - and a tendency to use these classes as

disciplinary arrangements, but at the moment a change

in attitudes seem7i to have taken place resulting in

that the behaviour of the students less is seen 'as

a break of existing rules but more as a pedaff.ogic

challenge aiming at wheter student and teacher

together can understand, how you in a reasonable

way interact with other :wan heir b. Finally there

among teachers is an increasing understanding of

that the school ac it is organized today very hard

stresses some children, who by a release of this

stress may pass this period in a less strossinu, way
It4

as well as they later will be able to participste
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in the community functions equaTyto others.

The increasing attention to this group of children

inside the Public School without doubt is connected

to the acceler&ted expansion of the local school

psychological offices in the recent years. There so

today is school psychological offices in most of the

big towns (8o-9o). This means that there often all

is greater capacity for work available for advising

and treatment.

As in relation to the teaching of the other handicapped

students it in this area also is a problem to find

qualified teachers. As earlier stated it, still is not

a matter of the teachers have to learn a special

pedagogy', but it is necessary that these teachers

have a solid basic knowledge in the pedagogic/psycho:lo-

gic area and that they manage so many strategies that

they immediately are able to make synthesis beetween

the preconditions of the child, the purpose of the

teaching and the corresponding suitable pedagogic

methods. This knowledge in natural way have to work

along with an attitude towards other pe'.)ple so that

the teacher open and unprejudiced can participate

in the remedy of other's (children's) difficulties.

3.o1.6 Other Schools and 4necial Teachinp., Offers.

In thiL part we just want to mention that some other

municapals have solved their "offer task" of special

teaching in another way than the above described.
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It is particular special schools (f.i. Friluftsskole.

in Copenhagen and Neldagsskolen in liallerup) and

different kinds of clinics and supporting teaching

not equal to the above men'Aoned. Reading clinics

and observation clinics so are riot unsual. As it is

seen in suppl. 4 it is the clinic teaching, which

tries to keep the student in his primary class for

the longest time.

Another important area, where there today is done a

lot, is the part of the pedagogic efforts started

in the preschool age and in connection to the school

start. The most important trait here is the estublis,

ment of kindergarden classes in more and more

municipal school systems. Some of the municipals in

relation to this have established a very profound

observation and evaluation of the children starting

school so that you as early as possible can support

the children in some way turning out to be retarded.

There everywhere in the world now is an increasing

understanding of that children at the preschool age

profit by pedaocical planned enviroments in such a

way that their personal development is increased in

for them and their surroundings fuvourabe way.

The basic view is that a lot of the children, who

in their first years in school is found qualified

to special teaching, would have avoided this if they

far earlier than today practied in safe and stimul.

ing cnviroments were clouded to experience and to

learn from the surroundings. These are necessary
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preconditions to the personal development of all

children.

You so have left the statistic consideration of the
1

developmental psychol ogy as being a permanent scheme,!

where all children necessarily had to pass all levels:

of the development. Contrary to this you today may

look far more dynamic at the learning enviroments

provided the children so that their groth opportuni

reach the optimal. (here of course is no contra-

diction between this and that all children need

close emotional contact in a safe enviroment to be

able to learn anything at all.)

Hence it follows that you cannot change the

organization of the special teaching decisively

regarding the teaching of the specific child if you

do not at the same bind the local administration

lines (county) to start early teaching of handicapped

(or potential handicapped) children at the preschool

age and not later than the time the handicap is

recognized.

The recruiting of staff for such a teaching shall

be done in regard to the present education of

kindergarden pedagogs, which should Le provided with

opportunities to teach far more relevant subjects

about the early learning of children as well as it

is vital that qualified pof,.:ibilities for further

education at the Danish High school for Teachers are

made both in and outside Copenhagen.
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3.02 special Teachinf?: under the Mlnitry or

Social Affairs.

The special teaching belonging to th6 area of

the Ministry of Social Affairs prsviously has been

very unlike organized. Some parts so have been

administred directliy by the Ministry of Social

Affairs, while others have been administred by

directorates, boards or privately supervised by

the Ministry.

The National Service for Mentally Retarded alone

had a central school administration equal to f.j.

the school directorates in the municipal school

system. In the corresponding administration of

other areas you have managed by inspectors and

advisers. These arrangements now are changed so

that a board for the total social area has been

established. This board for social affairs in

the beginning of November 1071 has been divided

by functions and has no specific school

administration.

In the previous parts we have explained the

development of the special teaching ,ender the

anistry of Education reuarding qualii.y and

extension in new areas. An equal set of movements

has taken place in the area of the Ministry of

social Affairs.

The di N'erence l'etween the two areas is f.i.

while it in the Tub:ix Ocl!ool always, when you

extended with a new activity, woo in relation
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to the children already going to school, but

who by the extension got a far more relevant

teaching, you rrgarding the special teaching

under the ianistry or Social Affairs all the

time have been in the situation to extent the

teaching of student groups not before accepted

as "educable". Though all professionals with

insight in this area have admitted that all

children can be teached in a for each student

benefitable way, this develop -lent yet has not

been finished - neither rerardini; children at

the age of compulsory education nor regarding

children at the preschool age. The fusion as

suggested in chapter 5 and part 8.02 therefore

also involve that more places have to be provided.

3.02.1 Offers to tLe Hearinc,

The service for the deaf and weak hearing

children is centrred around rollowin5 institutions:

Statens Koutskole for drve, Corenhagen.
(bearding school for the deaf)

Statens Skole for svTrt tl'nghore be rn, Copecih.
(school for severe hardness oC hearing)

Statens turf(; lore- og chweskole,
(school for the hard hearing and the deal

Statens tunc,hore- og (1 :, veskole, Ltorg.
(school for the hard ht:;aring and the dc2f)

Statens fortttel::.ess:,ole for tunghore

off; dove, NyLorg.

(school for tho hard hearing a.n the dear).
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In most cases the children are referred to the

schools by a hearing central/clinic.

The teaching mostly is a training in the use

of hearing aids and various technical aids. To

this is teaching in hearingtraining: lip--eading

and correction of speech. Finally the children

and/or their parents may be teached the mouth-

hand system.

An intensive work at children at the preschool

age is done. This teaching is combined Lith

guidance and help to the parents.

Contrary to the schools of the ,rational Service

for Mentally Retarded all of the above mentioned

schools cover the total or parts of the country.

To the greatest extent the children live at home

and are carried to the school. Other children

are so far from home that they only ale able to

go home for week-ends and vacations, while they

during the school days have to stay at boarding

schools or small school homes.

P(
i,3.o2.2Orers o e iiIlt K.Lziiieanne1.

Sight handicapped children today only are teached

outside the Public School at:

ReCn--)::.skolen, ;;ol indbort;.

There only is about 75 - ioo totally blind stv,",cn',;

r
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while about lioo are severe weak sighted. The

teaching works as in relation to the previous

mentioned areas in the handicap reDiding teaching

at learning of Braili writing etc..

In this area teaching and family advising are

provided at the preschool age too.

At tateils Institut for Llinde og svagunede in

Ryvangen an evening school are run and pcdccogic

support to stud;:nts, who goes for a higher educf,tien.

is provided.

3.o2.3. Offers to the owinr: 71;3ndjcanned.

At the Geels;ard Kostskole (boarding school) in

Virum you can tat e about 16o students, where So

can live at the school. The school is run as an

"ordinary" Public School with special classes

for reading and mentally retarded. Further you

can provide handicap remiding teaching in shapse

of physiotherapy and ergotherapy. An it is seen

in the mention in 3.01 og the special teaching

of the Public School, this area is one or those,

where you in the Public School have made a special

effort to take more students,

3.o2.4 Of"es to r,entr,lly Peter :d.

The school system or the. Notiol.;_] Service for

Yientally ReLnrded, which is reionall4 divided

into lo centers, wher Copenhr,gen js sp it in a
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section for children and one for adults, today

covers following institlitions:

37 Kinderrnrdens.

48 Schools for mildly mentally retarded

children.

35 Schools for moderately and severely

mentally retarded children.

8 Adolescent schools.

1 Hifhschool.

lo of the schools for moderately and severely

mentally retarded are in the centers, quite often

with inadequate accomodation as well regarding

necessary pl:uees as regarding quality.

In this sector a great nunber of children have

complicating handi caps, why this group represents

pedagogic tasks, which goe, r. far be;!ont: the needs

having to1Xet because of the low intelligence.

In two areas a moveTent of the student clientele

has taken place in a naturally relation to the

above mentioned about the special teaching of

the Public School.

Primarily the Jess complic%ted part or the mildly

mentally retarded stuJents in the recent years

more and more have stayer? in the Public School.

Secondly you for the last 5-7 yenru halve r:ade

POW groups G17 the mo.IL hanilicqpi,oci re= d-;rig

teaching and ostabill a nrriber of scho:-;Th fo:'

these studerts. The c;ovelc,n!dent of this ;:actor



further is characterized by a very forced

developentrIl period for the last lo years

reaulting in lacking co-ordination bctween

formulation of the teaching cortent, plan in`

of building, staff recruiting and further

education etc..

The greatest part of the :'tudents are ref:?red

by the school psychological district-offices

and the children after ob:,ervation for a year

at the local externat school may, be registered

as students in this tilfter agreemont ILith the

school psycho2ogist and the district 32a:ler

educatioAl. The children rccieve service not

common (-or not needed) to other .1,chool children.

It is rartiy economic assistance 'Dimly auvi.sing

ana treatment suoervision (social advisor,

doctor, far ily adviser etc.). This extra service

(also effectuated in relation to the ocellpaticnal

placement, see 4.o4) or course can he orcan1 v,c3

effectively in other kinds of organizations too,

ans as it later is mentioned you will have an

organizing and from thif: also a qualitive

increase:nent by 1.niting the cempcnent parts

to already excif:tirg s,,.rvLce organs jn the

counties.

3.02.5 OfPer the Sreool, HanOicrinni.

The service for the spooC.! retard06 and the
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"word-blinds" is coverer': by the ins'itutions:

Statens Institut for talelidende, Copenhagen.

Statens Institut for taleliden'.e, 1:r1us.

Ordblindeinstituttet i nellerup.

During the years 1961 1971 speech pedaEogs are

employed by most of the school systems of the

country, but not enough to cover the teachin

need.

Yarly about 5o special teachers are educated.

Most have chosen education in teaching speech

and hearing; handicapped.

DTaking up.

Subject to possible changes after the laLest

statement following are employed by the Publich

School:

335 speed'-hearinfr nedar:or,s distribuated as

90 speech-hearing a.lvisers

235 speech-hearing teachers

lo hearing teachers.

Of this 36 use less than lo hours weekly on their

specialty ( speech, hearing and reading teaching)

in the Public School. 17o info-nations about their

teaching inside cave or spare time education

available. The other 292 teaeners have Crom 1 -

30 extra periods of speech-1-&nring tet:chin insidc

the Public ',:chool. There u J.:3 a eImal3 iefterve
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up to 15 teachers availablo, but on the otlier

hand a too strong utilization of the speech-

hearing teachers of the Public School. This,

very obvious as you with the special teachers

through some hours weekly to keep close contact

with the ordinary teaching. The stress on the

speech-hearing teachers by their occupation as

teachers in the special care is further strew:then.

Studeht statistic:

Re. to the latest statistic of the Public school

1968/69:

7.498 speech retarded-students ambulant and

in 317 classes for severe speech

handicapped,

1.439 hearing handicapped students amliulant

and in 427 hearing classes

were teached.

Re. to the latest stati.,:tic of the Board of Social

Affajrs 4.694 speech ret:lrJed and word-blnded

students were teaches?

A great number of these are teached by the speech-

hearing teachers or the Publich School, who in

their stone time tors::;, referring to the Special

Care.

In 1970/71 137 hearing Lechers 'eached

lessons for the 1:earin Cre. In compaInsor:

tLe 32 full-ti!ne te:u ier., of the Hearin;- C:tre

teached 4 6.039 esions.
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If you discuss the question aLout the level of

utilization of speech-hearing teachers in relation

to this, these informations clearly show that

no real reserve is available.

3.0.6 Handicapped Children in T:in,lcr,-ardens.

It is an old tradition to have special 1:inder-

gardens for severe handicapped children. There

today is about 4o of such institutions each with

about 12 - 3o children. It today still is usesual

that the children are accepted before the age of

three. On the other hand you because of laer.ing

places in the schools too often have kept the

children far up in school age - even begand this.

The development, however, in the latest years is

directed towards regardless of lacking; place,

only to taken care of the children at the preschool

age (see part 4.o3 about earl:" teaching).

The less than 1.000 places today availzihle most

often are frequented by students with severe

handicaps as these students by the surroin

are exerienced to have the greatest need for

pedagogical support in their learning. (That

these children get the opportunity at the expence

of other:, naturally is not an objective prieri;:y

of the teaching need or the handieapped chLldren

set the preschool ace).

From the ot:rLini,-point of the pveschool pc:00(70,

in this coun.try you in contriction to the cif'c
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compose the groups of chiliren

functional levels ah0 age. as we'l as the linT

categorizinc; search method has been peacogicc,1

restraining, why you have started to work towards

group divi;:dons, which' to a greater extent

considers that the learning process within the

particalary child may le supported in a 1,etter

way by the teachers.

The way, you in this country look at preschool

pedagogy, further has complicated the pe,InEogical

planning in the kinderfare.en. It unfortl:mAtely

still is common that ;inden:ardenh nrivlry are

consicieratc'd as refief of the h=es and occu;)atimil

places of the children.

Arrangements, which 1:ccause of rtarf frequency

per child, use of rooms anti materials plus further

education of the staff restrain the pedaLogical

work with normal ,:hf,ldren at the preschool age,

in the work at the early teaching of the Land icapr*2

children neary are cataAro.,1,i::. When ;;ou so

today have 1 educated peda,co:: to work in group:

with 6 children no reurvo of streni:;ht to take

speclai care of the EL.ndio'ipl,e,'. children, who

needs "one - to-one sittgAion" is eresent. This

in the new arranf,ement has to le structure3 for

more flexible than today.
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a planned systematic preschool pedarociry have

groups of subject areas, which the pedagog

up in a systematic way, we here in short terms

will describe such a groupins.. The crouips below

mentioned all serve to teach the children to

think critically and to act indepenent2y: Thov

incrase their social functioning so that they

thereby are able to interact with other h'Inan

beings.

1) Orientation about yourself (bcyly and I

recognizing)

2) Orientation about the surroundings.

3) Yhysical training (teaching rough motoric sills;

4) Physical training ( fine

5) Conseption (teaching, the use of senses)

6) Conseption (teaching language)

7) Creative work (teaching' creative stratecies)

8) Creative work (teaching the 1.) of materials)

9) SOcial skills (self-help: toilet training,

eating training, dressing etc.).

lo) Social skills (teaching to enter rroups).

Such kind of teachini; of course needs that the

outer physical facilities are adapted and that

you as in other teaching co-operative actively

with the parents.
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3.o4 TIot trepted areas.

It without doubt would be the most profitable if

a future fusion of the cpecial teaching of the

Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Social

Affairs at county level coverer the in this part

mentioned areas. When you presumably have to count

on that the in this part mentioned areas will be

difficult to cover it is because they all have a

weft of private organizations, which cannct be

eliminated immediately.

Whcn they are mentioned it is because you parallel

to a start of the work at the eventually fusion

arrangements necessarily have to start a process,

which involves the incorporation of then areas

to the arrangement at the earliest possible time.

Maybe it will be possible earlier than now expected

to cover one or more of these areas, which only

will increase the value of the arranEement, you

reach regarding all the involved children needing

special teaching.

3.04.1 Offers to enilentic children.

Children with epilepsi are found in nearly all

of the above mentioned special teaching groups.

According to the kind, the strength and the

frequency of the adcess of the. children plus

the extension of the medical treatment they are

able to follow normal teaching or special teaching.
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At the camp Filifelfia, however, is a school to

serve about 4o children in the compulsory school

age. About lo teachers are employed at the school,

which is placed inside the area of the institution.

The normal disciplins of the Public School are

teached.

3.04.2 Offers to Psycotic and Borderline

Psychotic Children.

It is an important difficulty in the statement about

psychotic and borderline psychotic children that the

delimitation problems are so hard. Also psychotic

and borderline psychotic children are teached many

places inside the in this book described special

teaching. It is figured that there is about l.000

psychotic children at the age from o to 15 of which

the half lives at home, while the rest is in internal

care. At the Sofieskole in Bagsvmrd a special school

for about 30 children is established (1966: 16 place`.

About 2o teachers teach in 7 groups with each one

teacher, one kindergarden pedagog and one student.

Further there is a kindergarden. The school as it is

the only one of this kind further has undertaken a

considerably educational activity regarding pedagogs

from other special teaching branches.

The teaching of the school are most systematized to

teach the students a more realistic recognation of

themselves and the surroundings. In this respect

there is obvious similarities to the previous
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mentioned special schools, which has developed

their teaching offers in the most progressive way.

3.04.3 Offers to Children at the School Fomes

of the Child and kdolcent Care.

Re. to the School Register 1970/71 of the :Iinistry

of Education about 4o school homes are available.

At these there today is about l2oo places (about

15 of the school homes take care of clientele,

the 50-called intelligence retarded). In the

school sections of the school homes you teach

in relation to the normal educational plan of

the Public School to the possible extent.

The students at the time for the admission most

of are characterized as deviating in behaviour

but, however, are judged to be impressionable

to a pedagogic influence without thoriugh

individual treatment (therapy) is necei;sary.

Previously you thought that the students admittet

apart from the acute and long-termed domestic

problems most often the cause of the placement

further had such serious problems in relation

to the school that they had to be teached in

the school home far ahead too. Even that you

generally must say that all of the students

acutly are gived up by the Publich School, it,

however, today is the common impression that a

great number of these, children, when the acute
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difficulties are solved, might be teached in a

more profitable way in the nearest Public Schools.

The small rest of children strongly deviating in

behaviour should be teached in proper treatment

'Domes.

The school homes hereby should be able to offer

an enviroment, which

1) accepts the students as human beings with

a little less experience than the staff,

but with some more difficulties to fight

f.i. because of their conditions in the

year of growth. The school home offers an

enviroment, which looks at the children

as a part of a bigger whole.

2) offers them Gomernature,understanding

grown-ups, who engages themselves to the

situation of the children and therefore

provides them with possibilities for

()motional and social learning and

development of their identity plus to

experience their responsibility for their

own and others life.

3) through play and occupational possibilities

partly allowds the children to be children,

which they pre, partly provides opportunities..

for Physical unfolding, test or nenses,

courage and initiative and partly

opportunities to meanfullco-operation
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with other children and grown-ups to

thereby to develop some of the creative

possibilities, the child has.

provides opportunities to meet grown-ups

and children from Other enviroments by

f.i. contact with the staff and participation

in the offers of the surrounding society.

5) offers "cross- professional" expert assistance

to help to plan and solve learning situations

and treatment suggestions.

6) provides opportunities for special teachinp

to a greater extent than previously and more

relevant f.i. because you know the every-day

life and behaviour of the child, and because

the total situation and development often

are discussed, whereby you get a greater

opportunity to secure that f.i. the

linguistic development of the child is

increased.

7) through positive basic attitudes builded

up in the population of the area to make

them participate in the treatment.

8) develops the co-operation 'dth the parents

and provides support to both parts f.i.

through assistance of a home adviser,

"parents union", social advisers and other

staff colleagues during meetings and visits.
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As it is seen the main task of the school homes on

the long view in the treatment of the child is the

live and the upbringing functions. A movement already

in the little is started several places as the students

of the school homes here frequent the nearest Publich

school, while students from tiis are teached at the

school home. Equally some homes after a while try to

let the students live at home, but are teacehd at the

school home every day.

Conclusion-

There today is no doubt that the school homes as it is

described here with the movements already strated would

profit much from a organizatoric fusion at county level

as here descreibed a structured utilization of the

most often well qualified special teaching of the

school homes plus the observation schools and teaching

of the Public School would result in a far better and

flexible utilization of the ressources available than

today. This could be done without decreasing the offer

of personal development today offered, and which also

is necessary for the actual student clientele.

4.00 Describtion of the Students Claim for Teachinz

and from this Demands for Cuter Organi7ation,

Administration and Obloctive.

When you talk about the students of the special teachinc

(both areas) it always implicite in the way of

presenting the problems is said that these students
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arP more specific than they are as normal children

with normal problems. It of course is true that the

acute problems of the child may be so strong that it

the short view may seem as this child's behaviour was,

totally stronge in relation to this you normally see.

It is vital that you to begin with realize that no

child is so damaged that he not by closer examination

has just the same needs and demands to the surroundings

as all other children. The circumstance that some

children can not formulate these problems clear enough

does not tell anything about the presence of the

actually needs.

The task'now may be formulated to he:

To provide these children with opportunities to act

as others (incl. all personal variations) so that

their handicap restrains them minimum. From this

formulation of the task follows that there in the

teached subjects has to be balance between the claim

of the students far primary to learn the same as other

students at the same age and the necessarity of

reducing the subject-areas lowest mortgaged in the

normal school to get enough time to the teaching

directed to remedy the handicap. Very often you by

an intense planning of the last mentioned teaching

may use subjects from the normal Public School

education as "material", so that the handicap remiding

teaching also makes the distance between that the

handicapped and other children learn shorter.
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Next you have to find, whether there in the normal

subject areas of the Public School are such a hieraky

that you from this can extract the most reasonable

balance between the handicap remiding teaching and

the teaching of the normal subject-areas. Such a

mortEage, however, is not available as it is lack

municapal, which within wide limits decides to be

teached. This circumstance you in the present

administrative arrangements have tried to meet by

centrally for each special teaching area to establish

offices for a number of inspectors of education,

who with a pedagogical staff sees to that the demands

of division of the subject-areas in the teaching of the

students are met. (To complite it also should be mentione

that there inside the Public School is worked hardly

at a new orientation of the subject- areas).

Because of the slow spreading of knowledge about the

special teaching and the unfortunately still normal

locking of accept tow.rds the demands to the teaching

of these students you still in a new administration

system have to considerate it as an unavoidable claim

of students that there at centrally qualified level

is pedagogical insiftht and expertise to elstribute

new knowledge and to see to that you to a reasonable

extent transfer this knowledge into concrete teaching

introductions, which at least is equal to that other

children learn. By this purpose formulation it is
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esspntial that the main task of such department is

to spread knowledge and to plan courses so that the

administrative processes are carried through as a

reault of the in the content of the teaching necessary

elements. This should not be considerated as a wish

to take away the administrative functions from such

an instance, but an expectation that no administrative

points of view must be of importance to the content

of the teaching.

4.01 The Jilstification or Keeping th,- Present Division

of Handicap Groups.

In part 2.00 and 2.ol above it already is stated that

it partly from a learning point of view regarding

the performance of the teaching and partly from a

social point of view regarding the purpose of the

total teaching is not possible to maintain the present

division in handicap categories. There, however, it

some conditions, which goes in the opposit direction.

Even the pedagogical wish for a new division some

difficulties will turn up as result of the uneven

dispersion of the present handicap groups as well

geographical as numerically. There so in the area of

the Ministry of social Affairs (age 7 - 14 years)

is

336 children with hearing defects

1.523 children with speech defects

429 children with sight defects
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546 children with moving handicaps

children with intelligence defects.

Just from these numbers you may be led astray to

conclude that the teaching ressources specialized in

teaching the blinds or the intelligence retarded

because of the number had to be consetrated to one

or a few places in the country, while the number

of the stu:lents, who is moderately and severe mentally

retarded, is so suitably even dispersed that even

dispersion to the counties here was possible. Equal

points of view you might have to teaching methods and

establishment of teaching metarial centers plus special

clinics f.i. to diagnose sense handicaps and development

and test of aids.

If you make that in part 2.ol mentioned about keeping

indentety in social secure groups your starting-point

it seems as the picture changes complitely. It namely

appears that there f.i. in the National Service tor

tne Mentally Retarcea is more students with sense

handicaps than students in the institutions taken

care of these handicaps. We above as an example have

mentioned that no special pedagogy for the blinds

existe, why the demands to the staff of course

naturally partly are a special knowledge (Braille

writing, disease progress etc.) partly the number of

adults in relation to children in the teaching siLuaionf

It is the same for the rest of the present handicap area,

By the way you may mention that the concretisation of
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the teaching subjects worked at in the Deaf anJ the

Blind Care to the same extent is necessary in the

other areas (not least in the work with the mentally

retarded).

Regarding the claim of the students to outer physical,

facilities: Duildings, classrooms etc. it also would

be desirable to a large extent to have these realized

as a total for all handicap groups. It only would be

experienced as an advantage that the level of utilization

increases because of wider student Lasis in a changod

organization (the establishment of in

schools so are not very cost increasing when you plan i

i

new buildings).

The expence to teaching materials itself (hooks, tape

recorders. project etc.) is relatively mall in relation

to the present as it is the same number of children ;

I

with the same need for these things now as in an

eventually future solution.

The briet conclusion on these statements is that from

the single components in the teaching of the children

(materials, staff, buildings etc.) there is no reason

for maintaining the present divisions of different

handicap groups. The special knowledge of course to

the treatment/teaching of each handicaps is very little

in relation to the general knowledge aLout pedafroFic

comlitions derianded. It, is the same regarding the

special building considerations having to be made in

relation to the different kinds of handicap:
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They only are small in relation to the other expences.

About the materials it can be stated that it only demands

more ressources if you increase the teaching quality in

relation to this of today.

Regarding house (living) enviroment and further education

of teachers we refer to part 4.o2 and 4.05.

4.02 The Enviromuntal Influence at Resnectively Teaching

and Upbrin,!zinfro

In the resolution of the Folketing (DP) Mai 30th

1969 about the basic educations say:

"The teaching of handicapped students shall be in

search for an extension in such a way that the children

can be teached in a normal school enviroment it the

parents want them to and are able to take oare in

the home and institution stays are not necessary parts

of the treatment".

On basis of this one in the following will make sonic

remarks about the home enviroment at the development

of the and from a pedagogic point of view.

It for this purpose is important to make it clear

that there is an esseiltial difference between the

upbringing in the home enviroment and the learning

take place in the school enviroment.

The main task of the home enviroment is in your

parent part to react adquat to the developmental

needs of the child.
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That to be an "upbringer" in a parent part of a

particular child so is an interaction between the

child's needs for care, safety, activity opportunie.-

etc. and the grown-up's needs for protecting,

taking care and not least to feel the cffection and

accept of the child showing that the grown-up is a

part of his life. This almalgamation of the

expectations of the parent and the child is a

balance, where you under normal conditions expect

the grown-up to make this balance. The child so

through his total growth (with all personal variation.

has a natural demand for that the grown-up talces

just that part, which is actually the necessary for

the child to develop in a normal way.

This balance mechanism between child and upbringcr,

however, has in spite of the variation possibilities

quite narrow bounds so to understand that the child

because of a handicap does not have to be much

damaged in his natural reaction pattern towards the

grown-up before it becomes extraordirary difficult

to be upbringer; and if the difficulties are not

overcome, it is much more difficult to be the

handicapped child, who then in addition to hic

handicap has to experience that the grown-up not

always plays the part, the child has claim on to be

played by his upbringer. This is the difficulty or

being a mother or father of a handicapped child:

Namely to adjust your own natural reaction pattern

to a child, who does react naturally, but often does
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it at Wier timos, at another level and often with

another content than normally expected, when you

are a pa-cnt. (This prohlem is further thrown in

relief when there is not-handicapped brothers and

sister, who 0"^ims the parent's reaction in variatirc

ways.)

If you cry the other hand briefly are going to oewcril-e

the task of the school more than that stated in the

beginning of part 2.00 about purpose etc., it should

be that the student here has to learn a number of

skills and functions in a teaching situation. By

teaching we understand the methodic planned influence

which makes the child able to learn the in the

purpose determined subjects.

Left is to make up our mind about where the student

gets the most complete opportunity to develop and

to learn about the surroundings. Several research

results and far more experiences long time ago have

showen that children in aa institutionc,1 enviroment

can not have just a reasonable part of their needs

for participating in a normal family life mot. There

so only is three reasons for you to think of

institution stay as "a necessary part of the

treatment" for a specific child.

Firstly it of course could be the case that a child

has a disease and needs medical treatment for a
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shorter or longer period. If so the child must be

admitted to the school and have a normal home

enviroment ready, when the treatment is over. It

properly is less than 2-3 of the children today

living in the institutions mentioned in part 3.02,

who is there because of this reason.

Secondly you with thP present division in handicap

categories because of g_Jographical reasons and a

thin student basis may have to let the students

live at the school just frr the reason that they

can not reach their homes every day.

Thirdly there may be homes, which for a shor+er or

longer period can not manage the care of their child

in an acceptable way.

The conclusion on this is that you in anew

administration organization have to see to that

institution stays for most of the children are

decreased to an absolutely minimum as these most

often neutralize the treatment/teaching you besides

try to start. If the children because of geographica'

reasons or as result of acute circumstances in the

home have to live away from this, it has to to in

small (max. about 6 children) homes with children

of different sex, age and eventually handicap. Those
*

small units must be in search for a placing so th:,,t

the children easily can visit their original hones.
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There so is no pedagogical/psycholerjc31 reason

for maintaining the big institutions as living

enviroments for children needing special teaching,

on the contrary it incrnaces the total benefitation

of upbringing and teaching the child if you left

this kind' of treatment.
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4.03 The Extension of the Teachint7 Period .

As mentioned in the beginning of part 2.on the

historical development of the special teaching has

resulted in that some kinds of organi7ation have not

been changed /brought up to date parallel to the

expansion of knowledge taken place after the mid'1e

of this century.

The compulsory education in accordance to the

present rules for each handicap area under the

Ministry of social Affairs is:

Hearing handicapped 7-16 years

Sight handicapped 7-17 years

Moving handicapped as in the Public Schoc'

Intelligence handicapped 7-21 years

(mentally retarded)

Speech retarded as in the Public Schco:

(The groups where no.age limits are decided follow

the normal compulsory education)

In the area under the Ministry of Education you

follow the general rules of the ccmpulsory education

of the Public School.

This difference arises in addition to the already

menticned from, the fact that the handicapped child
.

often needs more time to reach the same -2esult as

the normal endowed students. This you as seen above

I
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up to now have thought only could be met by a longer

period at school in the latest part of the school

progress, which as you later will see may rive

unpleasent consequences in relation to the

occupational placement.

There, however, for the last 15 years has been made

several investigations about the effect of early

teaching of handicapped children. In short it appear:-

that the learning rerress a handicapped chip may itf.T

build up during his first 6 years of life is so

considerably that it only difficulty can be nade up

even by a extended school progress.

There in these years takes a great adjusting work

place regarding pedagogical working methods co that

this challenge can be met. In most countries, we

traditionally compare us to, you are far ahead in

this area than we are in Denmark.

The narly teaching today is emphsized as vital that

most professionals are for that you start an aJjuster:.

teaching as early as possible.

At the first international conference trout

concerning handicapped in Rome October 24-20 1°71

you co in your sugf,estins without reservations

support this point of view.
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The consequence of these points of view must be

that you within the ldmits of the Public School

extend the kindergarden classes as well in

geographical reepect so they become country coverinL

as in respect of age co that "more years" are

admitted and r,c, that they are able to have

handicapped students. rurther it is absolutely

necessary in a new administrative correlation

that you also cover the special teaching taken place

in kindergadens and in kindergarden and preschool

classes under the Ministry of Social Affairs. There

today is no pedagogical/psychological knowledge

available, which goes against that special teaching

starts as soon at the preschool age as possible

regarding the general realization of the handicap.

In the previous it further has been an asumption

that no child, who can not be teached because of

his handicap, exists, and that such a teaching also

may increase the possibilities for action of the
I,

actual child.

The doubt about this assumption previously was

connected to the most severe handfcapped of the

mentally retarded previously tesched under the

National Service for Mentally Retarded. Today you

know that you by teaching are alae to increase the

functional level considerably -eor these children too.

and that all above mentioned obout teaching content,
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living enviroment etc. are valid to these children

too. The consequence of this is f.i. that from a

pedagogical/psychological point of view (evalution)

no children shall be deprived of teaching. This

means that f.i. if you in the school cnviromert

primary search the children to groups by their

intelligence and secondary "specialize" by learning

difficulties when possible, you regarding a number

of students in the present handicap groups might

have groups of such size that a reasonable service

could be offered.

The conclusion on this must be:

That the teaching of all the present handicap groups

is started as early as possible, i.e. just

after the handicap is realized.

That you for a period shall maintain the extended

compulsory education periods.

That you do not because of the level or kind of any

handicap withhold a child teaching.

That you consequently provide school opportunity to

the relatiely few children I.4.511 not being

offered such an opportunity.
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4.o4 Follow un Proteution.

A$ it is the purpose of the total teaching of the

school it also ziore concretely is the purpose of

any special teaching that it tries to make each

student able to do some commu-lity function.

Previously the dispersion of jobs, you could offer

handicapped, WPS very -arrow, tut today it is

otherwise varied. At the same time there for

normally endowed children are started constructil,e

efforts towards providing the young people leaving

school with so good chances as possible to

combine own level of function and wishes to

reasonable jobs.

It so is not strange that the same efforts are

done for the handicapped young people, and the

only thing having to be secured is that there in

a charged administrative system is ressources to

solve the task, which because of the uncertainty

about (and some places Jacking ccepts of)

handicappad people is especially time and idea

requiring.

The Public School today has about 7o trustees

(November 1969). The number presumably still increa:

To this is that some school psyclIologic offices hav:'

employed social adyisers. Finally it should be

mentioned that many rnunicapals have employed

vocational advisers, who to some extent is able
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to take care of problems of the handicapped.

Regarding the Care for Hearing Retarded and the

Care for sight Retarded we refer to report T-0.494

from 11)66 about the participation of young

handicapped in further teacling during and

often the Public School. These areas have their

own advising service, which often in co-operation

with the revaluation centers provides service.

It is the same in the Care for the Moving Handl-

capped and the Speech Care . The National Service

for Mentally Retarded has a special structure

with youth schools and worl,.shop teaching for

the young persons between 16 - 21 years, while

you in the procebs, then tile; leave thib teaching

have a well builded net of social advisers, FunctirA

and content of this work still is not for

but properly this will happen in the next few years.

If you change the administrative organization of

the total special teaching offer as well under

the area of the Ministry of Education as under

the area of the Ministry of Social Affairs, it

is obvious that you if each region has a celtial

office to take care of the occupational placement

and other questions in relation to children in

some way received special teaching.

The office property has to be connected to the

vocational advising already established in the

municipal/county as well as it is important that
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the relation to the school aria the school

psychologic office is establishea.

As you can not imagine the special teaching;

stopping as offer after finisheng school 1-,ut

that there still is posAbilities for adult

teaching, leisure time teaching and eventually

supplemental primary teaching in relation to

the work at the young handicapped, it is important

that the staff in such offices additional to fur4 !-.1

education about occupational placement covels

peaagogs with experience and insight in special

teaching.

Conclusion:

There is a massive problem of in-service training

and occupational placement in relation to the

school end of the young handicapped. The prollem

is well-suited for a local solution if enough staff

and financial ressources are available.
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4.05 Dispe!.sion of Knowletlre and Levl of

Administration.

As well at country level as at municipal leve.i. IL

all essentials has been a lack of systematic

gathering of relevant material about researches

and experiments in the special teaching area as

well as only sporadic attempts to real independent

school experiments and research projects have teen

made.

At the Danish Highschool for Teachers the section

for special pedagogy you of course have a wide

knowledge, but this is effected by the current

rules in such a casual way to a section of the

special teaching peciagogs that the 1;ransfoination

of the gathered knowledge is hard to carry through

in form of regulary change and experiments in the

school. (In relation to the numter of special

teached children it must be considerated as an

indecency that Denmark has not got a professorship

in special pedagogy.) Small efforts in other places,

however, have been made. F.i. the National Service

for Mentally Retarded in Brondbyerne has establishe.1

a little pedagogic research section, which for the

moment is directly under orders of the Planning

and Educational Seption of the Board for Social C ;ire.

Finally there to one of the professorships at the

Highschool for Teachers in Gotenburg hos teen an

internordic research group working at specific
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problem complexes in the special tear icing as well

as you through concrete education projects made Ls.

the Course Cection of the National Service for

Mentally Retarded have carried through a developmen

distribution and testing of new knowledge.

It not only is important that each special teachine:

area is up to date and tests the new things made

around in the world in just this area, but also

that you within the special teaching on a serious

basis make up your mind about the new things happer

in the nor mal teaching to see which of these

increases or restrains the learning of children

with one - or a combination of - handicaps (f.i.

open-plan, precision teaching etc.).

From the work inside the social psychology and the

organization psychology in the latest years it

further is clearly chowen by several emperic data

that it hardly gives better results if you only

consider the content-areas in n.lation to the

admittance to knowledge and further education of

the staff. This first has importance to change and

renowAl, wil, z=ou at the same time teach whyle

staff groups to co-operate, to learn openly and

critically to work at the in trio content-area

gaineu data.

..,

In the tiff -.t of this it normally is stated that
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a changed administrative procedure will decrease

the possibilities for maintaining or reacwinr, the

channels to the for the teaching completely

necessary knowledge. As it is now, where the

initiatives more seem to come from individuals

than from institutions, this may seem important.

You, therefore, in an eventually reform have to

see to that this area is covered to a much 1:-..rc:er

extent than today.

Finally it shall be mentioned that you around in

the world are willing without any specific costs

to distribute research results, mateldal surgestion:

method suggeoli_ons etc. if only an organ, which

can recieve and distibute the material in this

country plus in repay do the same with correspondine.

Danish materials, is established.

Conclusion:

It is absolutely necessary to any possible reform

of the administrative system that knowledge

distribuating channels are organized. ecause of

the small size of the country this case seems most

easily and effectively establishecl via a central

organ, but in co-operatIm with the local units.

Wheter such a local co-operation may be connected

to the material centers ofthe Public School and
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the local sections of the Danish Highschool for

Teachers at the moment is uncertain. Such sections

are placed in:

Esbjerg

Haderslev

Odense

Skive

Vordingborg

Alborg and

Arhus.

This means that such sections are lacking in

the County of Bornholm

the County of Vestsjtelland

the County of the Stor31:rom

the County of Vejle and

the County of Ririgkebing

as you figure that the County of Copenhagen and

the County of Frederiksborg plus the municipals

of the capitol can be served by the Highschool for

Teachers in Copenhagen.

This circumstance, however, must he related to the

intension of the furher function of the Highschool

for Teachers more is to educate (-or provide

teaching materials for) the instructors used at

the introduction courses to special teaching in the

counties and municipals and to undertake the task
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of offering feature orientated "course boxes;"

ready for use. Pinally it from these thoughts is

the task of the Kighschool for Teachers to

experiment with more functional-goal directe,1

of courses, which can replace the present kinds of

courses with much idling and little'goal directed

effect.

The schoolpsychologic district offices together

with the adv5sers of the county naturally will be

the centers for the primary course activity. A

natural co-operation with the local MIT-sections

is suggested.

Additional to these course planning and course

technical consequences you simultancely to leaving

the medical categorizing search ,4ethod also have to

leave this as division of the Jourse activity. It

so in the future is hard to imagine long educations

for teachers to the deaf and speech retarded

students. This educational changing process

necessarily has to take place parallel to the

administrative change if the two movements not are

going to neuralize eachother.
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5.00 Deeentralizinr to CountI Level.

By decentralizing to county level we in this text

mean that you change the present organization m&!e2

for the special teaching in Den iark (:such as

described in the parts of chapter 3) to a pure

county affair. Integration (see part 2.ol) so

in relation to this is a question about changing

the organization from a municipal affair under

the Ministry of Education and a national affair

under the Ministry of Social Affairs to a pure

county affair with a central directorate.

When there, however, in the resolution of the

Folketing (DP) Mai 3oth 1969 in relation to

integration also was mentioned the wish of having

the possibilities for total integration evaluated,

i.e. that all handicapped students should be

teached in normal classes of the Public School,

there in this text is no suggestion of or reasoning

for such a thing. It, however, seems to be proven

that you by a fusion of special teaching for

all children between 0 and 18/21/23 years would

reach essential pedagogic advantaEes for the teach:::

of the actual mild regarding the general purpose

and the specific demands (from one or more handic:,)

of the child to his surroundings that such an

arrangement might be object for profound

considerations.
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Contrary there as well in researches as in ceneval

experiences is a massive indication showinr that

new partial transformation of one or a few special

teaching areas from one system to another to a

majority of the children would mean a considerable

decreased total offer.

If you therfore have to make time limits in a

reform, such limits should not lie placed in the

student group, but only in the area of physical

facilities in connection to the extension of the

special teaching offers. This f.i. may result in

that not all counties at the same time are ready to

manage a transformation of the not under the i::in!&y

of Education organized special teaching. It so may

take different time for the actual county to

establish the in the next part of this chapter

mentioned levels of demands.

Finally it strongly shall be underlined that the

in the next part mentioned levels of demands for a

special teaching fusion in a pure county system

are minimumlevels, where from the pedagogic/

psychologic development has to start if you do not

want a decreasement of the teaching ofrer of the

students in relation to the present level.

The successful accomplishment of the arrangement so

fully depends on



a) transfer of the total student group of a county

geographical area at the same time (all levels

0 - 18/21/23 years),

b) meeting the minimum demands for build in, staff,

experimental activities, materials, search and

budget standards.

If you do not think such an arrancement is pos[ible

to accomplish, you have to increase the in 3.o3

mentioned co-operation projects as well as the

present development of the specific special teachinf

areas inside the Public School (part 3.o1.1 -6) sh. :

be supported and assisted to the largest extent.
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5.ol Drawin,, uo "1.:!vels of De,nands.

When you in the following Lry to daaw up some

minimum levels having Lo be met before you loey

overtake the administration of all special

teaching of the area, there are several reasons.

It for a long time rec;arding the minority groups

has been an accomplished principle that the minimum

offers provided them not by quality or e2tenz-,ion

were depending on the geographical area of tLe

individual. It also is a known phenomen that not

all areas have the same financial conditions both

regarding own ressources and possible uneven

dispersion of students with "expensive" handicaps.

It further in relation to an eventually reform is

essential wheter the counties are provided with

such financial, material, staff plus building and

knowledge ressources that real conditions for offk-i

a better teaching and service for the actual

student are available. It in addition to this is

very essential that the level made is secure such

channels of ressources from the Outside that not

only the content of the teaching ,::.ay tie chanced and

adjusted parallel to the increasing knowledge and

realization, but that also the physical consequencei,,

from this may be accomplished.

Finally it is an Loortant factor that the

dispersion of the present schoole/institution.s is

quite u-oven from countY to county. This al7no will
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result in different ti1.4es for each are :63 :'_an

and to est?.1.1ish a net of offers.

To secure the planning of the county take-over of

tne full obligation for all children living in the

county a cel,tral organe is thought estdblibhed,

whichielonsultation with the county authorities has

to decide time, place, further planning etc.. Such

a council is responsible for that the quality of

teaching and services offered is proper to the

described levels of demands. It, therefore, is vit,r,1

that it is put together of persons with good insiglz,

in the teaching going to be accomplished.
. .
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5.05 Expeflre,ital Activitief; a_'-.,1 Advisc-1

The concepts experimental activities and adviser

functions are normally used in the current

discussion about nearly any reform in the pejacogic

area. Both concepts generally cover such a wide,

spectrum of content oppinions that there is every

reason for that the discussions lead nowhere. In

this part it therefore will to essential to decove,

how you in this relation imagine the content and
4

function of both concepts regarding the organization

model for the Danish special teaching drawn up in

this text.

We by experimental activities in this connection ngT

such examinations of methods, aids, subject-area

models and co-operation models, which by directly

engagement provides the teachers of the special

teaching with new knowledge (confirm or disprove

hypothesis), which directly may be transformed to

the work with the students - or the .planning with

colleagues.

The experimental activities may use more or less

suitable methods retar3ing the transformation value

of the result to other pedagog erovis with other

students. It of ceurse is profitable if results

of great transform4tion value are achieved, but it

is more important that the pedagogs involved and

the nearest staff groups got an usable knowledge.

It so was more desirtIlle if you in all podarog.rai!;
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at the single instiWtions had an openness

experiments and renewal worked Li. Tie

for this; are:

1. A thorough previous, current and following

documentation of what happening, and on Lasis

ofwhat,

2. a high level of flexibility within the

administrative authorities partly regarding; the

screening of the experimenting institution part1::-

regarding that to be alouded to deviate ,from the

norms, when the experimenting institutions need

to,

3. continuous adviser assistance to publish the

necessary knowledge quickly and effectively.

The function of experimental activity so is not to

make a school/kinderearden etc. testing a specific

model, whereupon all the similar institutions have

to wait for the "result" be`ore they start. The

result nameiy as mentioned above most often will be

of little transfer value, and the development in

the other institutions in the meantime will have

made the result uninteresting for these institution

"Experiments" of this kind generally only have a

function its materials for discussions.

Experimental activities are a process, where all

the institutions with staff resources more 'or

less experiment with reforms in the areas of conten%

process and methods.
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Previously it to a large extent was the

administrative links, which W32 "the head" o: this.

Because you had to secure people/parents that the

experimental activities did not restrain the

learning of the students. Only a few ads inistratcyrs

successfully have managed to lead so that the

experimental activities developed towards an

increasing of the teaching contnt. Too often you

have been short of "as yical the physical as the

khowledge ressources. You, therefore, in the

recent years have developed a new staff group:

Advisers (as well the for a specific purpose short

time engaged as the permanent staff). (Experimental

advisers should not be mistaken for vocational and

family advisers of the old handicap areas.)

In the transition period until the advisers have

their part and function defined in relation to the

other links in the organization, a considerable

rsk for reSSOUreC waste exists as result of the

contradiction between the administration and the

most often norm ehanging purpose of the adviser

sections. This contradiction often turns out as

a discussion about the speed by which the changes

shall/must take place. It, therefore, is important

to have some elements in the part and the function

of the advisers decovered to get a more clear

picture of how these staff members shall fuhctionate

in the here stated model.
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It further is a precondition to make the staff

benefit fully from an adviser that they know the

competance, purpose etc. of the adviser.

By an adviser we here mean a person, who has such

professional ressources in 1 specific area that

he as well in knowledge as pedacogical is able to

promote knowledge, methods and attitudes to groups

in the organization.

The difference between a part time (cngaged for

a specific purpose) and a permanent adviser so

principly only is the competence of the last

mentioned.

It also is necessary to realize, who the adviser

is adviser for. This is regarding as well the

placement in the hierachic system of the recieving

groups as the ressources of the single group to be

able to use the adviser function in a reform proses!

of the work of the group (i.e. you have to define

which groups must/are eble to use the adviser to

what extent and for what).

The use of advisers so is a simply methodic matter,

which determines, where in the organization you

will place them.



If the adviser has administrative functions in

relation to the administration group he professionL-!,

pedagogic and in competance must be placed in

accordance to this. Most often you sin against the

last two things.

If the adviser functions direct towards single

institution groups, placement etc. has to Le confor:::

to this.

It is important to underline that it demands

considerable discipline within all the involved

parts if the adviser has functions in both

directions as well as it professional, pedagogic

and methodic is two different tasks. It, however,

is most important that it is braking to arty

developing process if the institution group only

experinces the adviser as distributor of

"authorized" knowledge of the administration.

Practicallj i', often will turn out t be impossible

to unite these two functions in one individual.

It in relation to the here mentioned task also is

necessary to underline that the recieving group

(institution group) may have different funds of

physical/p:4chological ressources available to

begin experimerta activities. You of course are

able to stimulate and develop these ressources

in different ways, but this develop,flent generally
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is stopped if you try to start experiu,ental activiLi

es, wheri.i these Activities are not available.

mentioned above uncle_ the experimental activity,

there is three sides of the adviser activity:

Process, coiitent and structu,-e. No of these sides

can go without eachother in an experimental work,

but it is as least important that the participants

know, what they ara doing at a specific moment.

But it further is the main view of all experimental

activity (where the participating individuals trust

have time for the re-education always following a

changing process) that the individuals must have

a real opportunity to understand, what happens.

(That is why the pedagogical qualifications of

the adviser are so important.)

The conclusion of the in this part stated view is:

That experimental activities are a wide spread

testing of knowledge in a systematic ora

of an organization.

That experimental activities always must be direct1::.

connected to the concrete testing methods/

situatiens.

That the primary goal of the experimental activitie2

is to increase/change the conditions in the

institution, 'where they take place, and first

secondary aim at a transfer to other institutiol

That "(In experiment" therefore never proofs

anythirig,but a succession of difrerent kinds
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of experiments may affect a develonment if

documentation

administrative flexibility

and adviser assistance

are available.

That experimental activities generally can not be

run by the administration group itself.

That an adviser must have considerable

professional

pedagogic

and competence

ressources.

That the adviser may be employed/engaged with tasl.s

for the administration group

or institution groups

(-not both groups at the same time).

That not only the purpose of adviser and leadership

must be harmonized, but also their attitudes.

That the adviser mainly shall work with those

institution groups, which at the actual time

has the ressources to start experimental

activities (realization process sometimes

increases by adviser assistance).

That process

structure

and content

should be considerated equally.

That the long termed effect to a large extent

depends on wheter the single participant hau

learned, what it is all about - and this
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generally toles iore time than you often expect.

it to.
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5.o7 Search (liarnnp,is and ol:nervation cor:Ler:1).

One of the main points of an eventually fusion 1-5

that you can make the search process to take place

in another way than today. Just from this the new

spectrum of special teaching facilities can be

used in a bEtter way than today - as well with

greater effect as with greater flexibility than

the present organization alouds.

Previously you have spoken about the sociali2.in8

process and its binding to the chronologic age of

the student as important. This here has teen drawn

into attension, when you make it as purpose for

the search that there must be created homogenity

in the classes.

The student homogenity is the precondition to Vm....t

the single teacher and the teaching staff at a

school have the opportunity to plan the teaching

offer in such a way that this for the single

student appears as a whole. The homogenity is

based on four preconditions: The quotient of the

classes, the age of the students, the development

and supplemental handicaps of the student.

By the search to the pedagogic,L1 institutions we

mean the process, where you on a specific Lasis

decide, which service shall be offered the actual

student. As the special teaching today is organized
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the search lies partly within the school psycholoi,

district offices partly to some extent witLis

different instances inside the Special Care. A

particular child needing special teaching so very

easily may be "filtered" through more administratior

links before he comes to the recieving instij.uLion.

This condition is tried to be changed by the model

suggested.

To the extent as yell reciever (kindergarden or

school) as sehder (aduinistrative search links)

know the search principles, both parts may assist

in a more right first placelbent uf the stolents

so that wrong teaching or expericive special

arrangeuents are avoided to the largest extent.

The basis of the search as the process is carried

through to::ay often is very little in relation to

pedagogical/psychological data, which may tell

something about, which kind of teaching (method and

partial goals) the student needs. it so must be

judged irrelevant to use intelligence tests as

basis for the search as these tests (f.i. Eintt-

Simon) only tell something about the functional

level of the child in relation to other children

at the same age. They tell nothing about the

development of special ].earning areas and still les,

about the basis, where the teaching can start. Some

anamnesis informations mast often (in the form and

content given to the officer in-chrge of the
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the search after.

There in the recent years is made some not-

standardized tests by help of which you are able

to make a specific functional analysis of a

specific child.

It, however, is more important that you make a

number of concrete analysis of the disciplines

(subject-areas), which in relation to the purpose

of the teaching is thought to be relevant for the

child to work at. Because it . first on basis of

this is possible to tell anything about, where

the teaching shall start, and which methods shall

be used to reach the for the actual child made

goals.

The conclusion of this must be that there in all

counties are made an observation center, where the

students partly can be tets.ted with the mentioned

and other aids partly can be observed in carefully

planned teaching situations. The stay of the

student should not be lees than one week, while

students with severe handicaps may be observed for

up to three weeks.

The chronological ace of the student decide wl.e',E.r

he is going to hindergarden, school or youth :,01..!oo1 .

and in which class he starts, while the above
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mentioned basis tells soNethin aLout, wheter the

student is going to a treat; ent home, have speci.11

teachinb in one or more areas and/or what 'pind o:

school ,(or kindercarden) the student shall go to.

The concepts: "Deaf school ", "blind institute",

"external school" and "training school" then will

be of no meaning as the schools will specialize J:'1.0.

othef eriteria as above mentioned, when you no

longer search by the categorizing model. In additio'

to the mentioned the optimal group sizes in the

single institutions will be decisive for wheter

a school is able to adnit a certain student. It so

is "veryvery relevant search principle that a group is

full and can not recieve more students if the

already admitted students are going to be teache,1

in a secure way. In this a "smooth" co-operation

between reciever and sender is necessary.

Finally it is a vital condition in all search

processei, th,L there is places enough for all

children.



8.00 Discu,sion.

In the following one will try to mention some of

the questions arising in kelation to the strucii;re

of the .special teaching. It is the inienoi;_sh by

this to ma:Ke perspective at the, extent of the

fusion supvested in the next p4rt.

a. Will a chLire make it easier for LL narens to

have their child in scLool?

It must be consieerated as a fact that you

inside the special teaching sector of the

Ministry of Social Affairs much too long have

kept a medical/administrative
admission prooeduT,

Most often the parce:ts, howo'or, experience it

as simply a school problem to have their child

Leached, and th?y, therefore, have difficulty in

accepUng tests, case records etc. as entrance

to the schooling of their child. That handicave:.

children as well as all other children have

claim for after the previous accept of the

parents to get part of all the special treat.nent

service availale, is a quite natural thing to

all of us. Even that there in the area of the

Ministry of Social Affairs is worked at a refom

of these antiquated working forms, a fusion to

the system of the Ministr:r o;7 Education will

simplify the arYmission procedures considerably.

'h. The circumstance th-it a nuller of parents of

handicannef, stud7e'r them ii.cmselvez are ielndie%'

pcd do,,:sxif% specla.1 arInrrfm,ents.
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It is beyond douLt that handicaps often arc prc:.en

wf.th Lreat frequency id certain social/cultural

limited enviroments. That t:as cc-;:ition

should be chanc,d or restllt in a z!enrcased service

in n administerea area is not supported

partly :cox that you in many school psycholofic

district offices nave enraped social advist.rs

partly from that you in the planning of the new

social centers of the county have easy and local

access to this special service. It properly further

is true (although never exactly proven) that there

in a number of smell schools are more manpower

available in the pedagop and lender groups for

parhnt advising than yet reached in the special

teaching of the Public School.

It here should he remembered that these small units

also will be transfered to the counties by an

eventually administrative fusion.

c) Will the financial minnert now of'ered the studente

by the Special Care follow th- children under a

renewal?

It is figured that there already in relation to

the financial support today offered in relation to

the special teaching is a wide ur.lerr,tf,ndin6 of

able to offer the homes of the studertr g

direct uncemplicated supnort. Even thrrl' more

fleYiele rules nave to ife wonted out, it 0ould not
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as well as today. The need chances from district

to district, but it is figured that it concerns

between 2o-4o% of the students.

d) M1 the support today of!'ercrl in the schncls

under the Zinistry of Social Affairs be mein-no' ??

Here you have to notice that it does not only

concern that the wanted services are available

(f.i. doctor, social adviser, shysioti.erapist),

bit it also concerns that somebody is responsible

for that an initiative is taken to start the

special treatment. F.i. the accumulation of teeth

injuries today found in some groups of han1icappe6

students has to be met in the usual way. It is tLoL

quite reasonable to be consent with helping the

parents to take initiative to these service

arrangements. You can not expect the insight you

as parent have in relation to the conditions of

normal uncomplicated children automaticly is

widen to an increased knowledge and insight of

the special needs of handicapped children. ittis

area of responsibility, tnerefore, also has TO de

determined in an eventually fusion.

e) Can children, who in not cleanly, be leached

together with other chilarenY

from the pedagogs of tne special teaching the

answer is yes. It, however, further should be



remembered that cleanliness in a right planned

pedagogic enviroment is one of tne less complicated

things to learn. As mentioned anove it is a

Precondition tnat the physical facilities are or

and that tnere is necessary staff available so

that tne cleanliness situatiohs do not call ior

more attention of the student nimself and his

friends tnan tne learning itselt needs.

f) Will students with a dail medical need ne able

to nave the needed medicine during the scnooi dav?

It is well-known that the special schools to about

15 'A, of the students distribute medicine, which

it either is impossimple for the parents to

administer or has to be dosed in such a rvthm

that it has to be distribuated during the school

day.

It is equally to that the. schools also administer

the in d) mentioned service for the students (visit

to specialists, physiotherapists, hearing clinic

etc.)

The staff of the special schools remain in the

special teaching after an administrative fusion

and as there never has been made courses in, how

these things have to be administered, you have to

expect that also future special teaching cedagegs

are able to administer tnis area. It in relation

to tne above mentioned conditions (a-f/ is importan-

that you by an eventually reform realize sort and
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size so that all possible consider-tions toLards

these are made and so that you bind their soiution

to the administrative orrane solving the rest of

the special teaching task. If not you may fear

a decreased service in relation to the present.

F) Will the research opportunities and from this the

development of trerAment .Aandares decrease l v a

county fusion of the special teaching:

It often especially from meLicLa side is Werlined

that it will be impossible to oal-e researches aboul.

special pathological pictures, which appears more

or less seldom among the students of the special

teachinz. This research is necessary as basis of

the addStional development of knowle&je and metho3

planaing. It hardly seems possihle that the ru::ion

will disturb the total research effort in this

area (which is surprising little) as those

inconveniences add to the gathering of data will

be neutralized by making use of the ordinary

hospital laborathordes (Ac., which already is

county orLahized. Additional is that, the orcanizin,

of limits for the experir!enLal activities, which

is a preconOltion for a renewal, will provide quite

new communication channels without these force

the reaseercher away from his research project.

Finally it silently may 1e mentioned that it: jtt,a:,

as the present (oftua unnecessary stiff) norms fel,

how the research should Le done, not have troqh



many projects for tLe

ca,hea policy .ii Lhiz; arca nay 'ectLer

h) Will a (lecelvaliz;.tion oi" reevio.ls ai

snr,cial

ever;&:.s

One of the reasons for that the teachine of i,or.e

severe damai:ed students so far Las been made

the rjnistry of Social Affairs is that you thcreiy

secure that any student no matter, where he

got the same service reEarding extent and quality

in relation to his needs. This rosulis in a fu3ir,

of the service offers of country or country cover l.,

institutions.

Opposft it for a long tihie has been an acepted

fact that the special teaching of the Public Echool

is very uneNen extended throw:Lout Lhe eeu.ltry

that there for the last 5-7 years has been great

improvements in this ar-a too.

It is regarding an improvemint of these two

conditions that tsar.-' next part contains a sur;:estie:.

of how to meet the levels of demr!mds before a

single county can declare itaelf ready/prepared

to talle over the special teaching.

If you do not considci-ate this, you without ,;cuLL

will see a decreasing of the present service cM:-!:

by a reform.



i) Vill the home 1)rollef.12 o2 121A-,

r,rouos wo.;.ser Ly a ye,w,1.?

As mentioned in part 3.o2 tl,ere today Is acne

an intensive parent assistunce advisinc

This serves to secure that the chile,,ren by the et,'

of the school day are not forgotten Lecau,,c c:

lacking leisure time possibilities or insight in

how these can be structured. It is of vital

importance that this service extends at courly

level and that you secure enough as:3istance and

support to all homes with a chile, with one or moil?

special handicaps. ',:hen such a service is buileeC,.

it in relation to the mentioned in part 4.o5 aLcut

distrilution of knowled8e should be more directly

and effectively functionit regardine, distant

homes as well as the service should al-le to

"go into action" at an ea:lier time.



8.o2 and

The conclusion ui the alio:re 7 chapte. is that

it recaiding an Inc] easemen.; of the tePein ce!.;,t

and profilotion of the special teaching; stu.:En

1u both 'lesivable and expedient that you ma..e is

fusion of the admini5;,rative p:ocesse6 at count.;

level. The :expedient and de-sirable only come thro-.:,"

if the below mentioned conditions orai met.

this is not possible, you should abstain fro:11

trying a "gradual" fusion of one or more of the

present handicap groups as such an arrangement

with great sureness; will detnt.ease the to .:thing

offer and the profitation fro:, the teaching of

a large group of "boarder-line u:;ents". In a,c1:

a situation it would be more expedient if you

for an extention of lhe present co-operation

initiatives already started in many places.

a) It is suugested that you per April 1..it 1975

carry through a transformation of the

responsebility for all the teaching of sneci&I

teaching needing children at the ago Irmo C

to about 21 years ho matter degree mina of

tho speciric chile 's handicAp(s).

The placement or each stkLlent's home: (pare/

guardian) detumines the county lie.loniing 0:

the student.



b) he county 1-Ldettae an ollicion to that ali

the ualer a) me:,Lioned childre,, al'e te:.c:led ]n

a school enviroment (except children, who lec,,_

or a'.ute or sh2-t-ti::,e dif;ease is admitte,.: Lo

. '.lospitol. These children shall be teahed Li

accordance to thc in..1)1U,.1 teaching rules).

deirrek, of mobility of the chi'''..( 'list not

prevents that teaching in tht, _caeca en-,:Arcmen

is cetabliz,ne.:.

,-..,

11-.E.

c) The counties overtake the running maintainance

and all other obliLations in relation to the

national institutions for special teaching p) acv

in the county plus the corresponding functions

for the directly connected boacding sections

and treatnent homes. In cases, where students

today are teLched at the' living institution, :le.;,

school places shall be provided for these stud,6f.

a) The counties undertake the finacial olligatien

in relation to conveyance of students, mountiv,

of rooms, buying materials, support to the

homes of thu students to a coriespondinr exterlt

of that today given to students inside the

Ninistry of Social Afrairs, who is Leached run-

time.

e) The counties undertai,e the responsibility for

that there is taken necessary initiatives to

carry through the not- pedagogic i1 treatv,ent,

the studont3 need.
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f) Before the ceunty can overtake the tcLA

spec:_al teachinc of the area, there must, le A

whole school place to each of the under a)

mentioned students. (This aprljes both to the

students still not teached even the Leacin

right and to the students, who must have anctLel

teaching place (see c).) This as that

there has been made a total planning for all

children of the county.

g) Before the county can overtake the total

special teaching of the area, a pedaEogical

educated adviser support for advisinc function_

in the homes must be established az: wel' as

it rests with the Directorate of Special

Teaching to plan and carry out an educatioLal

program for the adviser groups of all the

counies.

h) Before the county can overta'r,e the total

special teaching of the area, there for the

total county ,aust, be establishei a search

center with the necessary pedarogicipsycholoclei

medical expertise about special teaching. it

is assumed that the sea-fch does not tal-e

startingpoint in the old handicap caL.igories.

It, therefore, is imposed the Directorate for

Special Teachiney; to plan and carry out ai

educational pregrral for .6he start, which

county level D, Loing to carry through the
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search process.

i) Before the county can overtake the total

special teaching of the area, arrangements

must be made and staff for the expeimc,ntal

activities must be employed.

j) Before the county overtakethe special

teaching of the area, there must be established

accurate agreements with the local section of

the Danish Highschool for Teachers about how

many of the speciz21 teachers of the count:), call

te further educated each year. The agreement:,

must be equal to extentions and reductions of

pedaLog staff.

k) Before the county overtake the special

teaching of the area, there in co-operation

with the present national institutions staffs

nest be a plan worked out, where each employed

in the future can do his work proper to the

ressources, interests and wishes of the employeki

1) Before the counties overtake the total

special teaching, an agreement about div5.sion

of the financial burdens must be made.

m) Before a county can overtake the total

special teaching of an area, arr,--aicements to

assist and to support the occupational plfteem
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of the s tudentE, iaust be made P.:; well @ there

for Cilis purpose muot be eul,Jloyed btarf with the

necessary inht LI servIctl for Lh Audu:ILs of

the opc:cial teaching.


